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The Trouble with Higher Education is a powerful and topical critique of the Higher Education system in the UK, with relevance to countries with similar systems.  Based on the authors’ experiences that span over 30+ years of fieldwork, the issues discussed focus on the problems facing the principle responsibilities of universities: teaching, learning and research.

The first half of the book identifies a number of problems that have followed the growth of mass education.  It examines their causes and explains their damaging effects.  The second half of the book offers a broad vision and makes a number of practical suggestions for ameliorating the problems and improving higher education.  Supported by research, the suggestions include: ways of managing universities; proper inspection; better ways of organising students’ learning; improving teaching and learning; better approaches to assessment, and the proper use of ideas such as learning outcomes.

Topics discussed include:

	Chronic under-funding, the replacement of student grants with loans and the introduction of tuition fees.
	The growth of managerialism.
	The emphasis on accountability and decline of trust.
	The growth of a competitive, market ethos.
	Modular degrees, knowledge treated as a commodity and students seen as customers.
	The drift towards a two-tiered system, with teaching colleges and research universities.
	Casualisation of the academic profession.


The Trouble with Higher Education is aimed primarily at a professional audience of academics, educationalists, managers, administrators and policy makers, but would interest anyone concerned about higher education.  It is suited to professional development courses, and Master’s and doctoral level studies.
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Mastering Hyper-V DeploymentSybex, 2010

	I have been working with Hyper-V since the beta release of it for Windows Server 2008. There
	was a lot to learn with the brand new product. It quickly became evident that Hyper-V was just
	a tiny piece of the entire puzzle. A Hyper-V project is much more than just a virtualization project.
	It is a project that will change how your server...
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Multi-Objective Swarm Intelligent Systems: Theory & Experiences (Studies in Computational Intelligence)Springer, 2009

	Recently, a new class of heuristic techniques, the swarm intelligence has

	emerged. In this context, more recently, biologists and computer scientists in

	the field of “artificial life” have been turning to insects for ideas that can be

	used for heuristics. Many aspects of the collective activities of social insects,...
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Microsoft Manual of Style (4th Edition)Microsoft Press, 2012

	Innovations in technology require great minds. Yet how many of those innovations

	would be lost on those they were created for without the dedication of writers and

	editors who are committed to ensuring their success? At Microsoft we are privileged to

	work every day with brilliant engineers who build amazing products for our...
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Social Learning Systems and Communities of PracticeSpringer, 2010

	Social Learning Systems and Communities of Practice is a collection of classical and contemporary writing associated with learning and systemic change in contexts ranging from cities, to rural development to education to nursing to water management to public policy. It is likely to be of interest to anyone trying to understand how to think...
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Spying Blind: The CIA, the FBI, and the Origins of 9/11Princeton Press, 2007
In this pathbreaking book, Amy Zegart provides the first scholarly examination of the intelligence failures that preceded September 11. Until now, those failures have been attributed largely to individual mistakes. But Zegart shows how and why the intelligence system itself left us vulnerable.

 Zegart argues that after the Cold War...
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Fundamentals of Mathematics, Enhanced Edition (with Enhanced WebAssign 1-Semester Printed Access Card) (Available 2010 Titles Enhanced Web Assign)Cengage Learning, 2009

	clear exposition and the consistency of presentation make learning arithmetic accessible for all. Key concepts are presented in section objectives and further defined within the context of How and Why; providing a strong foundation for learning. The predominant emphasis of the book focuses on problem-solving, skills, concepts, and...
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